MY AMAZING MAID
SPRING/DEEP CLEANING CHECKLISTS

Clean outside and top of refrigerator
Clean and degrease range hood and stove top
Wash sink and faucets
Outside of dishwasher
Wash microwave inside and out
Spot clean and sanitize backsplash; and wash all countertops, move items out and return
Cabinet doors and knobs and spot clean
Hand wash and sanitize shower, shower door, bathtub and faucets
Clean mirrors
Wash and sanitize inside and outside of toilet
Wash and sanitize sink and faucets
Wash and sanitize countertops, move items and dust items on counters
Cabinet doors and knobs and spot clean
Dust and polish furniture (Use spay on cloths, not directly on furniture)
Change bedding if clean linens are provided
Dust decorative accessories / knick-knacks - unless indicated otherwise as fragile
Vacuum or sweep stairs/steps and dust hand rails
Dust light fixtures and window treatments
Dust pictures (glass covered, frame only if not)
Dust top of door frames
Empty wastebasket and reline
Dust walls and corners for cobwebs
Sweep, wash or vacuum floors
Exposed baseboards
Window sills and frames
Ceiling fan blades *
Doors and door knobs
Light switches
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DEEP CLEAN TASKS
Clean oven
(Self cleaning, please turn on the night before we come/non-self cleaning please spray with oven cleaner the night
before we come.)
Hand wash inside of refrigerator
Hand wash outside of dishwasher
Hand wash ceiling fans
Hand wash cabinet doors and knobs
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Hand wash light switches
Hand wash window sills
Hand wash exposed baseboards
Wash windows – interior or exterior windows that can be reached with stepladder.
If windows are higher, or hard to reach due to shrubs, we recommend our handyman.
Vacuum upholstery of all cloth furniture, remove cushions, etc
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My Amazing Maid – (706) 507-6243
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On Request
On Request

